Make a cupcake squishy
If you ever get stressed about anything, you
can talk to God about it - and you can use this
squishy to get some of your frustrations out!
Here's how to make it:
1. Colour in the back and front of the cupcake.
2. Carefully cut the cupcakes out. Put the two
pieces back to back to see if they are the
same. Trim off any obvious sticking-out bits.
3. Get your supplies: Scissors;
Clear sticky tape (wide sticky tape is quickest,
but any clear sticky will do);
Cushion stuffing, cotton wool, soft paper like
tissue paper or even shredded plastic bags;
A non-stick surface to work on, like a bench, a
clipboard or a glass table top.
4. Lay the cupcakes out flat, back to back,
front (face) down. Starting from the top, put a
strip of sticky tape horizontally across the
cupcake. The tape is meant to stick out over
the edges to stick the front and back together.
Fold those extra bits of tape over the other
side.

5. Keep adding strips of sticky tape
horizontally across the cupcake, making sure
they overlap a little bit. This will create a
plastic-like surface that you can squish.
6. Stop just before you get to the bottom, so
there's an opening to add stuffing into.
7. Make sure each piece of tape is folded
around to the other side, so the back and
front are stuck together.
8. Repeat by adding sticky tape all across the
front, layering strips of sticky tape all over it
from the top down, overlapping them so no
paper shows through. Fold the extra tape
edges over to the other side.
9. Now you should have a completely sticky
tape covered, joined together cupcake, with
an opening at the bottom to stuff your
stuffing into.
10. Put the stuffing inside - not too much, just
enough so it is puffy.
11. Put another couple of strips of sticky tape
over the bottom, folding the excess around
the edges to seal the cupcake together.
12. Squeeeeeze (not too roughly) and enjoy.
Google search: red ted art DIY paper squishy

God will always
forgive me!

